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Address ┃ 40 Kangnamro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

with preacher
Erik Turkelson
Sundays 1:00 p.m.

Classroom 2, 4th floor, 

Wooweon Hall

Previous discussions can be 

streamed from SoundCloud 

@first-importance. Visit The 

KangnamHakbo's Facebook 

page or Twitter feed for 

regular updates.

@first-importance

By CLAUDIA GREY

With cherry blossoms 

adorning the entry to 

Kangnam University, there 

is nothing better than a 

spring festival to excite the 

hearts of all the students. 

Organized by PACE, the 

university's 31st student 

council, Love & Blossom 

was a three-day event full 

of activities in a free-access 

area.

The event took place 

April 5-7, starting at 

10:00 a.m. each day and 

ending at 10:00 p.m. 

Food trucks and other 

settings were prepared 

and installed before the 

university’s symbol ic 

entrance. Steak, ddeokbokgi, 

and coffee trucks were 

open throughout the day. 

Students ate and relaxed on 

mats rented for 10,000 won.

Almost every student 

seemed to be at this 

event. There were so many 

familiar faces; perhaps you 

were one of them. But if 

you happened to be one 

of those who didn’t take 
part, you really missed 

out. It was a blast! Though 

simple, Love & Blossom 

was a really pretty festival 

that made everyone spend a 

good time with friends.

There was a great variety 

of activities that took place 

like The Three Wishes, in 

which students wrote a 

wish on a post-it then put 

it on a tree. A lucky wish 

was later drawn by PACE, 

who declared on their 

Facebook page the wish 

would be granted.Even if 

their wish wasn't granted, 

500 participants got a 

helium-filled balloon just 

for posting a wish.

BLOSSOMS CONT. ON 3

KNU
ENGLISH 

BIBLE STUDY

A cherry 

blossom event
LOVE & 

BLOSSOM
by PACE

Happy 70th birthday, KNU!

The English 
Hakbo is online!
englishhakbo.chaekjang.com
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▲ President Shin-il Yoon addresses the university community at Kangnam University’s 70th 
Anniversary celebration in a packed Wooweon Hall auditorium April 19, 2016.
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▲ The German School of Music ensemble led by violin professor Viktoria Kaunzner and 
cello professor Valentin Andert perform Pachelbel’s Canon in D-major at the faculty 
worship service on April 6. The 8:20 a.m. faculty service takes place the first Wednesday 
of every month in the auditorium of Wooweon Hall.

April 20 was the 70th 

anniversary of the founding 

of Kangnam University. 

The day before, students 

and faculty packed the 

auditorium in Wooweon Hall 

to celebrate this milestone.

Pastor Seung-tae Yoon 

led a prayer for the school, 

followed by commendations 

bestowed by university 

president Shin-il Yoon. 

President Yoon then 

delivered an anniversary 

address and presented a 

photo history of the school.

During the entertainment 

portion, comedian and KNU 

alumnus Gwang Hoe Kim 

entertained the crowed. 

Vocal ensemble KNU Amici 

delivered touching renditions 

of popular spirituals. Girl 

group Red Velvet performed 

hits like "Ice Cream Cake" 

to delighted fans.

Afterward people poured 

out of the auditorium as 

students tried to be one 

of the first to get 1,000 

free burgers and sodas. 

People filled the street in 

front of Wooweon Hall and 

enjoyed the beautiful spring 

evening.
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By CLAUDIA GREY

Brooklyn is a film I 

really wanted to review as 

soon as I saw it. It has a 

natural, beautiful storyline 

that touched my sentimental 

side and frequently left 

me in awe. Much of the 

credit goes to a young Irish 

woman called Eilis Lacey, 

played by the marvelous 

actress Saoirse Ronan.

Leaving home and settling 

in a new country where 

you have no relatives or 

friends to rely on, the start 

of a new life, to start from 

zero -- it’s almost like 

reinventing your life and 

inevitably yourself with 

it. I am sure a lot of the 

international students relate 

to this.

Eilis is a lovely girl whose 

life changes radically once 

she sets off to new lands. 

An innocent-looking beauty, 

she goes to Brooklyn in 

search of a future she 

cannot achieve by being 

in Ireland. Soon after her 

arrival, however, she feels 

the deepest homesickness. 

But she finds a cure for 

it. Or, shall I say, the cure 

finds her?

When one awaits their 

destiny, it comes. Eilis's 

destiny comes in the form 

of an Italian fellownamed 

Tony (Emory Cohen), 

who helps make Brooklyn 

feel more like home. 

Yet suddenly because of 

circumstances beyond her 

control, she feels obliged to 

go back to her hometown 

temporarily to spend time 

with her mother. Once 

there she meets Jim, 

played by the very talented 

Domhnall Gleeson, who 

complicates Eilis’s decision 
to return to Brooklyn.

There is a scene in which 

Eilis receives her first 

letter after landing in the 

U.S. Ronan, who plays 

her, starts crying so hard, 

so real, one can see why 

she was nominated for 

Best Actress at this year's 

Oscars. The film itself was 

nominated for Best Picture 

and has received positive 

reviews overall. Brooklyn is 

not just a romantic movie 

about a naive girl. It's about 

the journey of a woman 

who opens her mind to 

a whole new world and, 

by her own means, learns 

how to survive in her new 

circumstances.

Despite the fact that 

Brooklyn is set in a 

different time period, the 

essence of the story shall 

remain as an inspiration 

of self-accomplishment for 

future generations.

Brooklyn was released on 

April 21 in South Korea, 

not too long ago. You might 

want to check to see if it's 

still playing in theaters.

A life's journey
A review of Brooklyn

WTF with Marc Maron

Marc Maron has been 

a standup comedian for 

over twenty-five years. 

During that time, he has 

had to deal with a manic 

depressive orthopedic 

surgeon father, a mother 

who's told him she didn't 

know if she could love 

him if he were fat, drug 

and alcohol addiction, 

professional limbo, two 

divorces, and a large 

number of cats that drift in 

and out of his home.

Twice a week from his 

garage, Maron gives an 

introspective update of 

his life, telling listeners in 

great detail whatever has 

been on his mind. This 

is followed by a generally 

hour-long interview with 

a guest, who is usually 

another standup comedian, 

actor, or musician. His 

guests are not limited to 

people in entertainment, 

however. Last June, he 

interviewed U.S. president 

Barack Obama (yes, in his 

garage).

Maron's interviews are 

always a humorous and 

insightful exploration into 

neurosis and the creative 

process. The conversations 

are intelligent and sincere. 

Listeners are regularly 

impressed by Maron's ability 

to have guests open up and 

discuss often uncomfortable 

personal topics. The show 

has been a kind of therapy 

for listeners and even 

Maron himself (longtime 

listeners will notice he's 

grown happier over time).

Warning: the podcast has 

a lot of swearing.

▲ English-language podcasts are a free, easy, and 
entertaining way to sharpen your listening skills and learn 
something new. Enjoy this recommendation.
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▲ German School of Music piano professor Andre Boainain 
poses with his students after his recital April 10 at Kumho 
Art Hall in Seoul. Prof. Boainain performed works by 
Shostakovich’s Prelude and fugue in D-minor, Polonaise 
and Fantaisie in A-flat major and Ballade No. 4 in F-minor 
by Chopin, and Schubert’s Sonata in G major.

Boainain returns to 
Kumho Art Hall
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Go crazy for a month
Occasionally when getting 

on a bus, I'm greeted by 

the driver with a bright 

smile and a friendly 

"Welcome!" Even if I 

wasn't in a good mood, 

meeting someone like 

that already begins to 

make me feel better. Even 

the general atmosphere 

inside the bus brightens 

up! More importantly, 

because of that one bus 

driver, my impression 

of that whole bus route 

improves. Conversely, 

when passengers get off 

at their stop and politely 

bid the driver farewell 

with a "Thank you!" and 

"Keep up the good work!", 

it doesn't look good to the 

students getting off. They 

look like students who've 

been straightened out by 

a tough education at home 

and at school. Without 

knowing what kind of 

person that student is, 

they've made up their 

minds about them.

In both cases, a simple 

greeting has a great 

impact. Whether this 

happens in reality remains 

to be seen, but let's try to 

imagine this and take it a 

step further. It would be 

good for the members of 

our Kangnam University 

family reading this to also 

imagine.

If all of us at Kangnam 

University, including our 

students, acted crazy for 

just one month when 

taking the bus or any 

other form of public 

transportation by saying, 

"How are you?" when 

they got on or "Keep up 

the good work!" when 

getting off, not even one 

of the other passengers 

would fail to do this as 

well. Even if it looks like 

a conscious campaign, it's 

worth seeing if it catches 

on. If you think about it, 

what's so difficult? If you 

swallow your pride and 

make an effort, there's 

nothing you can't do. I 

may be willing to join in 

as well.

But can you imagine the 

benefits? The buses that 

pass by our university also 

pass by Yongin University, 

Myongji University, Kyung 

Hee University, and others 

on their way to Seoul. 

If all the students who 

get on and off in front 

of Kangnam University 

offer greetings in this 

way, for a brief moment 

it will make a difference 

in the students from 

other universities. Does 

only the bus driver hear 

the greeting? The other 

passengers on the bus 

hear it too. What would 

they think? They would 

all remark, "Boy, Kangnam 

University students are 

really friendly!" That 

impression would stick 

with them. Somewhere 

else when talking to 

someone and Kangnam 

University comes up, 

they'll remember that 

experience and pass on 

the good impression 

they got of Kangnam 

University. I don't know 

if I've taken this too far. 

But if you think about the 

butterfly effect, in which 

a small action can have 

widespread benefits, you 

might think since there's 

nothing to lose, giving it a 

try wouldn't be so bad.

Right now our university 

is trying hard to restore 

its image, its brand, in 

every way it can. This 

is, however, difficult to 

accomplish by the effort 

of just a few people. But 

if every student, every 

teacher is in Kangnam 

University; Kangnam 

University is in every 

one of us. Each of us 

represent Kangnam 

University. Even after they 

finish, every member will 

be like an ambassador 

for their school making 

others want to join. But 

it's important to not simply 

"look good" but actually 

"be better". Each individual 

member will raise the 

value of the brand.

"Greeting" (人事) is 

literally the most basic 

"thing" (事) "people" (人) 

do in social life. Therefore, 

an estimation of your 

"sociability as bright and 

right", the school's brand 

image aside, is something 

that will enhance your 

own personal brand. 

But why for just one 

month? According to 

scholars who study human 

behavior, it takes at least 

three weeks to form new 

habits. After three weeks 

of conscious and repeated 

effort, the habits become 

a part of you without you 

even realizing it. So, for 

just a month, let's practice 

proper greeting habits. 

Later, they will come out 

automatically. Habits are 

stronger than will, and 

good habits create a good 

life. I'm looking forward 

to the ring of "How are 

you?" and "Keep up the 

good work!" echoing from 

the buses in front of our 

school and around the 

world.

Translated by 
Charles Ian Chun

Editorial

Tongue twisters are a fun and easy way to improve your pronunciation, 
fluency, and clarity, while warming up your vocal instrument for 
public speaking. The following are some classics for your practice and 
enjoyment.

Red leather, yellow leather

Six slippery snails slowly sliding

A box of biscuits, a box of mixed biscuits, and a biscuit mixer

The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue,
the tip of the tongue, the teeth, the lips

BLOSSOMS  FROM 1

TONGUE TWISTERS

T h e c h a t t e r i n g i n 

hilariously-high voices 

followed by raucous laughter 

suggest the helium was put 

to good use.

An activity called Life 

Shot Challenge was for 

those following PACE on 

their Facebook page. After 

posting certain key words, 

students would then have 

to upload a photograph that 

matched the given word. 

The post with the most 

"likes" would receive a prize.

Attendees could also 

get souvenirs in the form 

of free polaroid photos. 

Students had to be lucky, 

however, since they only 

gave about 100 photographs 

per day. Students who 

stopped by in the evening 

after classes were left 

empty-handed.

As any festival must 

have, street performances 

by student dance and rock 

band clubs took place each 

day. The Sea performed 

on the 5th, followed by All 

Clear, Shinaeteo, and The 

Sea on the 6th. SCOPS and 

Shinaeteo closed the festival 

with performances on the 

7th.

PACE is always uploading 

information on what their 

next activities will be. Those 

interested can find them 

by searching "knupace" on 

Facebook.
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▲ Food trucks were open all day, each day of PACE’s Love 
& Blossom festival in front of Kangnam University.
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▲ Members of student cheerleading club Mei Hua strike a finishing pose during a practice 
session.
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▲ Alleyway Taphouse in the South Gate district of Suwon is on its way to becoming a 
mandatory stop for groups like Korean rock band Walking After U, who headlined April 17 
while on tour promoting their new mini album Running Wild.

By CHARLES IAN CHUN

With the popularity 

of K-Pop dancing, it 

should be no surprise 

cheerleading has also 

caught on in Korea. A 

student cheerleading club 

at Kangnam University, 

however, only started last 

year. Mei Hua, Chinese for 

"plum blossom" was started 

by Soo-jung Kim, a 2nd-

year Practical Chinese 

Studies major with the help 

of her professor Kwang-hee 

Park, so Chinese majors 

could have a performance 

club of their own.

Mei Hua has seventeen 

members who practice every 

Wednesday and Friday in 

the activities room below 

Shim Jeon Hall 1. The work 

is difficult but enjoyable. 

"It's fun," says 2nd-year 

student Jisu Oh. "It's a 

good way to meet new 

people and get exercise."

"But it's hard to match up 

our schedules," adds Kim, 

"And since we don't get 

support from the university, 

we have to do everything 

ourselves."

Me i Hua pe r fo rms 

regularly. Students can see 

them next on Thursday May 

12 in the Little Theater in 

Education Hall at an event 

to celebrate Teacher's Day.

STYLE

By CLAUDIA GREY

Coachella is a music 

festival, yet every fashion 

blog writes about it. 

Why? Many of the 

biggest celebrities attend. 

Coachella takes place 

every year in California 

and is one of the best 

events to show off the 

hottest festival outfits. 

So much attention is 

given that worldwide 

popular brands like H&M 

and Forever 21 create 

exclusive festival-themed 

collections. This year the 

model Hailey Baldwin 

was the featured model 

for the "H&M Loves 

Coachella" collection. 

While on the other side, 

celebrities like Vanessa 

Hudgens, Tyler Posey, 

and Troian Bellisario pose 

together for a Forever 21 

party held the weekend of 

Coachella.

As summer approaches 

and the weather gets 

hotter in Korea, look for 

fashion inspiration from 

celebs at festivals!

By CHARLES IAN CHUN

Edward Jorgensen, 

Kangnam University English 

instructor and owner of The 

Big Chill, an event bar in 

the South Gate district of 

Suwon has added concert 

promotion to his regular 

list of duties. When Indie 

Suwon, a live music venue 

on the third floor above 

The Big Chill, shut down 

last year, Jorgensen saw an 

opportunity to expand his 

business.

For nearly the past year 

and a half, the Alleyway 

Taphouse has hosted live 

bands, standup comedians, 

and open mic nights in an 

effort to invigorate the live 

music scene in the area. 

The effort has attracted 

noteworthy acts. Local 

rock favorites The Monday 

Feeling and The Bump 

City Band, a popular funk 

band based in Daejeon, 

performed there last month 

and plan to make Alleyway 

a regular destination. That 

same show was headlined 

by recording rocks artists 

Walking After U, who was 

in the middle of their Asian 

tour to promote their new 

mini album Running Wild.

Alleyway Taphouse is 

open Fridays and Saturdays 

at 8:00 pm. For regular 

updates on events, visit 

their page on Facebook. 

Open Mic Nights are 

on the last Saturday of 

every month. Artists who 

wish to perform should 

contact Jorgensen through 

the page. Walk-ins acts 

on Open Mic Nights are 

welcome but on a first-

come basis.

FESTIVAL 
FASHIONS 

SOURCE: FASHIONISIMA.COM.ES

Cheerleaders need your support

Alleyway Taphouse
The new hot spot for music?


